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Ed Rowland: Harbin deal to aid 
reinvention of GNC?                                                     
A US consumer might not notice that it is now possible 

to use the Chinese equivalent of Apple Pay, Alipay at 

GNC. There’s a reason: Harbin Pharmaceutical just 

invested $300mn in preferred equity in GNC equating to 

approximately 40% of outstanding shares. Overnight, 

GNC has become a Sino-US entity.

There is a modern Chinese saying “yu qián jiù shì rèn 

xìng!”describing reckless people with too much money 

which translates to “got cash, can do what I want.” In 

Confidentiality Agreement documents now available, 

GNC and Harbin negotiated for 7 months before striking 

the deal. The GNC investment is anything but reckless. 

GNC has been floundering for a while and prior to 

this agreement was not gaining positive momentum. 

Consolidated revenues of $2.3bn in 2018 were down  

from the 2017 level of $2.5bn. Q4 2018 same store  

US sales, including GNC.com, were down 0.6%. There 

were US store closings throughout the year as part  

of an optimisation strategy. While the International 

Division did show solid double-digit growth, it is still 

a relatively small portion of the overall business. The 

Manufacturing / Wholesale segment was also down 

6.1% in Q4. In short, the 2018 results weren’t  

getting better.

This investment is a win-win but not without challenges. 

To be sure GNC will have more debt, but it also opens 

new realisable avenues of growth. Unlike many US 

consumer healthcare brands suffering from the lack 

of predictability and increased tariffs with the present 

Sino-US Trade War, Harbin’s investment smooths the way 

for GNC in China, the world’s second-largest consumer 

healthcare market. GNC now has a home team advantage. 

There’s another unexplored growth option: Traditional 

Chinese Medicine becoming more mainstream in the 

US. GNC has approximately 9,000 locations with almost 

6,000 in the US, Canada and Puerto Rico. TCMs could be 

a future part of the US portfolio. Currently, of the 6,000 

N American locations, GNC operates 2,200 store-within-

a-store locations inside Rite Aid outlets. This agreement, 

initially signed in 1998, was just extended post-Harbin 

investment as all parties see potential. When considering 

the new product development, GNC also now boasts 

significant in-house Harbin-led product development 

capabilities. It is all upside.

GNC infrastructure is also undergoing post-deal 

transformation. There was a recent significant move to 

outsource existing manufacturing and logistics, providing 

GNC immediate substantial cash flow of just over 

$100mn. GNC will integrate its in-house manufacturing 

division Nutra into nutritional supplement manufacturer 

International Vitamin Corporation (IVC). The integration 

will occur through the creation of a j-v between the 

two companies with IVC assuming equity control over 

time. The initial payment gives IVC majority control with 

another $75mn to be paid out over the next 4 years as 

IVC’s ownership increases to 100%. IVC has a global 

manufacturing base and allows GNC to focus on retail 

and branding without the need for global production 

CAPEX. On the branding side, GNC inked an exclusive 

retail and Amazon partnership with the premium women’s 

supplement and sports nutrition brand Alani Nutrition.  

Key ongoing strategic moves continue beyond the  

China angle.

The deal was approved by CFIUS – an interagency 

committee authorised to review certain transactions 

involving foreign investment in the US – in September 

2018. GNC, founded in 1935, is a Pittsburgh-based  
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specialty retailer of health, wellness, and performance 

products with three segments: US Retail, International 

Retail and Manufacturing / Wholesale. GNC sells both 

proprietary and third-party brands through company-

owned retail stores, GNC.com, third-party websites  

and franchises. Harbin Pharmaceutical is an integrated 

Chinese pharmaceutical company controlled by  

CITIC Capital Holdings, which manages over $22bn  

of capital from a diverse group of international 

institutional investors.

In all, the new GNC is a very different company. The 

addition of Harbin-led capital opens the door to growth 

opportunities in the US and China. With large global 

private equity backing, real sustainable growth can be 

realised in both markets. GNC can look at products from 

both markets. The opening for a widespread US launch 

of TCMs is possible. The ability to effectively expand in 

China in traditional retail and e-commerce is clear. Harbin 

Pharmaceutical can guide these efforts alongside its 

existing market presence. The go-to-market infrastructure 

can support more products. Finally, the potential  

for new product development backed by significant 

development expertise and a proven internal and  

third-party manufacturing base solidified with the  

recent IVC deal give GNC a unique ability to rapidly  

ramp up in the two most important markets. 

If the new GNC is managed correctly, it will become the 

best of two worlds. The new GNC, financially infused by 

Harbin Pharmaceutical allows the company to reinvent 

itself. Not a reckless path at all. 
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